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Overview

• 1. The Goal: mathematical text → formal text
• 2. Concise – a semantic IDE
• 3. Type sheets – semantic grammars
• 4. DynGenPar – the first dynamic parser ever
• 5. Natural formula parsing in action
• 6. The next steps
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Goal:
Extract from the latex source of mathematics textbooks
(or from other standard mathematical literature)
automatically or interactively
a formal version of all (correct and incorrect)
mathematical claims contained in it,
including all claims in the proofs and all implicit
information needed for their understanding.
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We have very encouraging performance results for certain
low level partial goals in this direction.

Completing this program would produce

a huge repository of formal statements and proof sketches
ready for being formally proofchecked (possibly after
completion or correction) by the formal theorem proving
(FTP) community.

This would bridge part of the current gap between FTP
and mathematics.
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Central to everything are the already working implementation of
• Concise (by Ferenc Domes) – a semantic IDE with a very flexible
type system that merges types, grammars, and semantics into an
organic unity.
• DynGenPar (by Kevin Kofler) – a dynamic parser for dynamic
languages that change while reading a document, supporting
ambiguous syntax.

A dynamic, syntactically ambiguous language is indeed one of the
key features present in most mathematical documents.

Background (and, in the near future, more results) can be found on
the project web page:

http://www.mat.univie.ac.at/~neum/FMathL.html
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Mathematics
informal

formal

communication with minimal distraction

communication with maximal precision

favored by mathematicians

favored by logicians/computer scientists

easy to read/write for a mathematician

easy to read/write for a programmer

tedious to use for a programmer

tedious to use for a mathematician

dynamic natural language

static programming language

highly optimized for human usage

highly optimized for machine usage

frequent abuse of notation

explicit about every little detail

many cues for disambiguation

unambiguous

full of irrelevant inaccuracies

fully and formally verifiable
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Mathematics
informal

formal

• unique meaning enforced by
constraint of semantical and
logical consistency

• unique meaning enforced by
strong typing and very rigid
semantics

• highly structured and
highly context dependent

• loose assembly of nearly
context-independent fragments

• exists in many flavors
(style traditions)

• exists in many flavors
(theorem prover traditions)

• flavors are easily convertible
by humans

• flavors are hardly convertible

• currently impossible to
understand by a machine

• easy to interpret by a machine
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A close study of mathematical practice revealed that
many features of the natural mathematical language
that would traditionally (i.e., in terms of ZFC foundations) be
considered as abuses of language or notation
can be naturally accommodated in Concise.
For example, properties, grammatical categories, sets, rings, fields, etc.,
are all particular realizations of domains, and the notation
x∈Z
may stand (consistent with mathematical practice) for
”x is integral”
(representing a property)
”x is an integer” (representing a grammatical category)
”x is in Z” (representing membership in a set or ring)
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Sample text: BasicDefinitions.tex
The text slowly builds up mathematical knowledge from scratch,
assuming nothing but generic linguistic information (embodied in
so-called type sheets).
In the following sample text, some concepts (like ’associative’) will
after compilation be known to exist though their properties are not
yet defined, which can happen at a later time.
Everything is purely declarative; no reasoning is involved anywhere.

Basic concepts
Conjugation and declination are not yet correctly handled.
This will be done later using the Grammatical Framework (GF).
On the metalevel, we assume a classical context logic in the sense of
Neumaier & Marginean.
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Objects, statements, domains
There are objects. 0 and 1 are objects. 2 is an object. There are
statements. There are real numbers. A domain D associates with
every object x a statement x ∈ D. If x ∈ D we say that x is in D.
Domains D have the notions: ∈ D of membership in D, ⊆ D of
containment in D and |D| of the cardinality of D.
A (grammatical) type is a domain depending on the state of the
semantic memory. We write x ∈ T if the object x has type T .
A (grammatical) category C associates with every object x a statement
x ∈ C. If x ∈ C we say that x is a C.
A property P associates with every object x a statement x ∈ P . In
place of x ∈ P we also write P (x). If x ∈ P we say that x is P .
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Natural numbers
A semiring is a domain S such that for any a, b ∈ S, the domain S
contains their sum a + b and contains their product a ∗ b.
Sums are commutative and associative. Products are left
distributive and right distributive.
A zero of a semiring S is an element 0 in S with
a + 0 = a, 0 ∗ a = a ∗ 0 = 0 for all a ∈ S.
The semiring of natural numbers N is the free semiring generated by
1 and strictly ordered. We have 0 ∈
/ N, 1 ∈ N.
We write N0 := N ∪ {0} for the ordered semiring of finite cardinals,
with x + 0 = x, 0 ∗ x = x ∗ 0 = 0.
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A strict order < on the natural numbers N is defined by x < y iff
x + z = y for some z ∈ N, x, y ∈ N.
An order ≤ on the natural numbers N is defined by x ≤ y iff x + z = y
for some z ∈ N ∪ {0}, x, y ∈ N.
We write N∗ := N0 ∪ {∞} for the ordered semiring of countable
cardinals, with x + ∞ = ∞, ∞ ∗ 0 = 0 ∗ ∞ = 0 and ∞ ∗ x = x ∗ ∞ = ∞
for nonzero x.
The cardinality |X| of a domain X is the number of elements in X.
(This needs further specification via a bijection.)
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Tables
A table A with rows R and columns C (short: an R × C table)
associates with every row i ∈ R and every column k ∈ C the
(i,k)-entry Aik .
A is a table whose rows are labelled by the members of R and whose
columns are labelled by the members of C. An ordering of rows
(columns) is specified only if R (resp. C) has a linear ordering.
An entrytype of a table A is a type T such that every entry of A has
type T .
T is not unique. In concrete instances, the entrytype is assigned through
the sem whose entry is A.
The size of A is |R| × |C|. The row size of A is |R|. The column size
of A is |C|.
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The transpose of the R × C table A is the C × R table AT such that
(AT )ik := Aki .
This defines both a possible algorithm for creating AT from A and an
axiom for verifying that a given realization of AT is safe.
A is called symmetric if AT = A (and hence I = K).
For a datatype realizing A, this either defines the algorithm for a Boolean
operation that checks symmetry, or serves as an axiom for verifying that
such an operation is safe.
An m × n table is a table with rows 1 : m and with columns 1 : n, where
m and n are natural numbers.
A 1 × 1 table is identified with its entry.
The last sentence specifies an overloading rule for assigning such a table
to another object by deleting the row and column index 1. Like many
mathematical conventions, this may lead to ambiguities that must be
resolved from the context.
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Matrices
An R × C matrix is an R × C table whose entry belong to a semiring.
A matrix is a R × C matrix with arbitrary rows R and columns C.
The sum of two R × C matrix A, B whose entry belong to the same
semiring is the R × C matrix A + B with entry (A + B)ik := Aik + Bik .
The product of an R × S matrix A and an S × C matrix B whose entry
belong to the same semiring is the R × C matrix AB with entry
P
(AB)ik := j∈S Aij Bjk .
Note that this defines a valid program for matrix multiplication, since
everything needed for its execution by an interpreter is already defined.
We may define A − B and αA in a similar way if the difference and the
product of entries with a number are defined.
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Decoding informal mathematics

• phrase book (∼ 2000 phrases, not including variations)
• language-oriented semantic representation
• records typed by conceptsFromLatex.cnt
• dynamic grammar
• style sheets
• concept-oriented semantic representation
• records typed by MathematicalConcepts.cnt
• record transformations preserving the meaning
• declination and conjugation
• disambiguation from context
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The current relation of Math and FTP
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Currently being built
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Vision for the near future

(Drawings thanks to Tiago De Morais Montanher)
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Concise – a semantic IDE
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Concise
Concise is a framework written in Java, for the manipulation of arbitrary
semantic content.
The core of Concise is the semantic memory. Concepts are stored in the
semantic memory via a collection of semantic units called sems.
Sems have the form h.f=e and encode the semantic information
”The f of h is e”
The special sems h.type=t (if present) contain type information,
”The type of h is t”
A typed sem relating three objects,
a handle, a field and an entry:
handle.field = entry.
handle.type = type.

The record reachable from the handle is well-typed if the matching conditions
specified by the type and the types of the descendants hold.
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Semantic graphs

Each object may be viewed as a node of a graph, and each sem not
containing type information as an edge from the handle to the entry,
labeled with the field.
Thus, unlike in traditional graphs, the edge labels are themselves nodes.
In this way, each concept, and indeed the whole semantic memory,
becomes a semantic graph.

Concise also supports external object, objects representing a value
that is stored outside of the semantic memory. They are typed by an
external type, such as Boolean, TextLine, UniqueString, Double,
Vector, File, Abstract2DShape, etc., each implemented as a
corresponding Java class.
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Sketch of the top levels of the semantic graph of a context-free grammar,
and corresponding type declarations
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Editing semantic content
The Concise GUI offers several editable views of semantic content.
The primary view is the graph view, in which the semantic memory is
drawn as a graph, with the nodes (objects) represented as ellipses and
the edges (sems) as lines.
Additional views are a record view, which represents subtrees of the
graph as records, and a text view, a textual representation of a record.
For parsing, there is a parsable file view, operating on files. They
make use of the prediction functionality of DynGenPar to offer
autocompletion.
Parsable file views are embedded text editor views for text files that can
be parsed with DynGenPar, i.e., that are written in a formal language
for which a DynGenPar grammar is available. Usually, this is achieved
via grammars defined through type sheets.
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Concise sheets

Concise can execute programs operating on the content of the
semantic memory, and supports importing information from and
exporting it to various types of textual files: view sheets, record
sheets, type sheets, code sheets, package sheets, and record
transformation sheets.

From the user perspective, the most important of these (an the
only ones discussed here) are the type sheets.
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Type sheets – semantic grammars
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Type sheets
Type sheets encode all grammatical and semantical information relevant
for the creation and processing of a record or a text.
Their use is not restricted to mathematics; type sheets can encode
arbitrary precise semantic content in a fully structured way.

• each concept is simultaneously
a type, a grammatical category, and a record
→ type sheets
• the abstract grammar is almost the semantics
→ type declarations
• language-dependent concrete grammars
→ annotations
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Example of a complete type declaration
:TARGET> tokensource=#ts ! token source for parser
text.EN.write=#w ! text for the textview
! latex document header
header:
allOf> title=paragraph
optional> abstract=parLink
keywords=paragraph
authors=paragraph
date=paragraph
copyright=paragraph
comment=paragraph
#ts> #title#abstract#keywords#authors#date#copyright#comment
#w> #!setFontSize&(19&) #!setColor&(255&, 0&, 0&) #!setBold&(&) &&
&[#title&n&] #!resetAttribs&(&) &&
#!toggleItalic&(&) &&
&[Abstract:#abstract&n&] &&
&[Keywords:#keywords&n&] &&
&[Authors:#authors&n&] &&
&[at #date&n&] &&
&[Copyright:#copyright&n&] &&
&[Comment:#comment&n&] &&
#!toggleItalic&(&)
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Table 1: Keywords in declarations of proper types
operator

arguments

usage

allOf

list of equations

restricts entry of certain fields

oneOf

list of equations

restricts entry of certain fields

someOf

list of equations

restricts entry of certain fields

optional

list of equations

restricts entry of certain fields

fixed

list of equations

restricts entry of certain fields

only

list of equations

restricts entry of certain fields

someOfType

list of equations

restricts entry of certain fields

itself

list of names

restricts entry of certain fields

array

list of equations

restricts entry of certain fields

index

list of equations

requires to index each instance

template

one name

assigns a template

nothingElse

none

forbids further fields
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Table 2: Keywords in declarations of unions and atomics
operator

arguments

usage

nothing

none

defines an atomic type

union

list of names

defines a union

atomic

list of names

defines a union of atomic types

complete

none

closes a union

index

list of equations

requires to index each instance
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Type sheets embody the semantic core of Concise.
Each type sheet defines a semantically precise specification language
and at the same time a very adaptive semantic type system.
Any given record can be typechecked in time linear in the record size.
An abstract type sheet (without annotations) is very easy to write and
understand, and fully defines the semantics. Mastering annotations (for
the concrete grammars) is not really difficult either.
In particular, type sheets serve as the representation of grammars in
Concise, parsable by DynGenPar.

Type sheets themselves are also parsed using DynGenPar, using a
grammar described in the type sheet TypeSheets.cnt.
This partially self-referential character is typical for the design of
Concise.
It should ultimately allow one to formally verify everything represented
and done in Concise.
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The type sheet ConceptsFromLatex.cnt is sufficient to formally
and automatically encode our proof of concept text,
5 pages A4 of pdf encoded in LaTeX in BasicDefinitions.tex
(part of which was shown above).

It consists of 156 complete type declarations, making up the
• human and machine readable abstract and concrete grammar:
1200 lines with annotations and comments
• human readable abstract grammar part:
820 lines without annotations but with comments
• machine readable abstract grammar part:
580 lines without annotations or comments
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Sample declarations from the type sheet
ConceptsFromLatex.cnt
sentence:
union> comment, statement, definition, assumption
comment:
union> raw
statement:
union> specificationStatement, programmingRulesStatement, dependenceStatement
specificationStatement:
allOf> var=FORMULA
programmingRulesStatement:
allOf> rules=accessProtocol
optional> connector=wordConnectors
featureLink=featureLink
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dependenceStatement:
allOf> definition=definition
dependence=informalSentences
informalSentences:
union> informalSentence1
informalSentence1:
nothing>
definition:
union> defineObject, association, postulate, denotation, caseDefinition,
formulaDef, analogDefinition, defineVariables
defineObject:
allOf> toDefine=conceptForDefinition
definer=associationCase
featureList=featureList
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conceptForDefinition:
union> objectLink, associatedObject, short
associationCase:
union> toBe, definedBy, isDefinedBy, isDefinedAs, toBeDefined
association:
allOf> concept=concept
constructs=couplingLink
concept:
union> short, composite, associatedObject, objectLink
postulate:
union> thereAre
thereAre:
allOf> concept=newConcept
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[etc. – and some other constructs:]

featureList:
oneOf> necessaryFeature=necessaryFeature
necessaryFeatureFormula=generalFormulas
optional> featureLink=featureLink
connector=wordConnectors
necessaryFeature:
union> instance, associatedObject, element, form
associatedObject:
allOf> associater=associationConnectors
oneOf> newShortDef=short
object=instance
argument=quantifiedConcept
var1=FORMULA
oneOf> object2=objectLink
elements=element
var2=FORMULA
specializedConcept=specializedConcept
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wordConnectors:
union> and, comma, or, but, semicolon
and:
nothing>
comma:
nothing>
or:
nothing>
but:
nothing>
semicolon:
nothing>
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Type sheets: comments and annotations
Comments serve to make type sheets fully and easily
comprehensible for human readers.
They include example phrase and other useful explanations.

Annotations contain the concrete (i.e., language-dependent) part of
the grammar for reading or writing other representations of any
record typed in a particular type system.

In particular, there may be annotations for
• reading German or English text (or any other human language)
• writing German or English text (or any other human language)
• creating text views in Concise for interactive processing
• automatic generation of human readable documentation
• rendering algorithms in particular programming languages
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Sample annotations

ConceptsFromLatex(English,ConceptsFromLatex)::TextDocument.paragraph,
TextDocument.FORMULA,
TextDocument.raw,
ExternalTypes.Name,
ExternalTypes.String
! Type Sheet to transform the Latex "Some basic mathematics for Concise"
! in Concise
! Usage-Targets
:TARGET> help.EN=#h
! English help view in #h>
order=#o
! ordering for fields in #o>
latex.EN.read=#l #lr ! English read syntax in #l>, #lr>
latex.EN.write=#l #lw ! English write syntax in #l>, #lw>
text.EN.write=#w
! text for the text view
text.DE.write=#wD
! text for German text view
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:START=sentenceLink
! Literal productions:
:
#l>> ##inplace=if &| in place of
#l>> ##we=we &| we also
#l>> ##accessprotocol=access protocol &| access rules &| access rule
#l>> ##forall=for all &| for every
! extend TextDocument’s paragraph union
paragraph: paragraph+
union> sentenceLink
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sentence:
union> #c:comment, #s:statement, #s:definition, #s:assumption
#l> #c
#l> #s.
#w> #c
#w> #s.
#wD> #c
#wD> #s.
! Upper level: sentence
! Example: \raw{this is a comment}
comment:
union> raw
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! Upper level: sentence
statement:
union> specificationStatement, programmingRulesStatement,
dependenceStatement
! Upper level: statement
! Example: "We have $ 0 \notin \mathbb{N} , 1 \in \mathbb{N} $"
specificationStatement:
allOf> var=FORMULA
#l> We have #var
#w> We have #var
#wD> Es gilt #var
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! Upper level: statement
! Example: The access rules of a row-oriented table are $A.rows := A.data.type$
! and $A_{ik}:= A.data.i.k$, with the constraint $A.data.i.k \in A.columns$.
programmingRulesStatement:
allOf> rules=accessProtocol
optional> connector=wordConnectors
featureLink=featureLink
#l> #rules &[#connector #featureLink&]
#w> #rules &[#connector #featureLink&]
#wD> #rules &[#connector #featureLink&]
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! Upper level: statement
! Example: A \define{type} is a domain depending on the state of the semantic
! memory
dependenceStatement:
allOf> definition=definition
dependence=informalSentences
#l> #definition depending on #dependence
#w> #definition depending on #dependence
#wD> #definition haengt ab von #dependence
! informal sentences have to be handled with advanced methods on the semantic
! graph or by the user
informalSentences:
union> informalSentence1
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! Upper level: informalSentences
! Example: A \define{type} is a domain depending on the state of the semantic
! memory
informalSentence1:
nothing>
#l> the state of the semantic memory
#w> the state of the semantic memory
#wD> dem Status des semantischen Speicher
! Main field for sentences in which we define objects or concepts
! Upper level: sentence
definition:
union> defineObject, association, postulate, denotation, caseDefinition,
formulaDef, analogDefinition, defineVariables
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! Upper level: definition, defineSomething
! Example: A \define{semiring} is a domain $S$ such that for any $a, b \in S$,
! the domain $S$ contains their \define{sum} $a+b$ and their \define{product}
! $a*b$. "A \define{semiring}" is captured by the variable toDefine
!
"is" is captured by definer
!
the rest is captured by featureList
defineObject:
allOf> toDefine=conceptForDefinition
definer=associationCase
featureList=featureList
#l> #toDefine #definer #featureList
#w> #toDefine #definer #featureList
#wD> #toDefine #definer #featureList
conceptForDefinition:
union> objectLink, associatedObject, short
associationCase:
union> toBe, definedBy, isDefinedBy, isDefinedAs, toBeDefined
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DynGenPar – the first dynamic parser ever
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The dynamic parser DynGenPar

•
•
•
•
in
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

novel design - mixed top-down & bottom-up approach
a parser targeted towards natural mathematical language
but also very useful for customized languages
parses arbitrary parallel multiple context-free grammars (such as used
Ranta’s Grammatical Framework (GF) for natural languages
finds syntax trees for all possible parses
rules can be added at any moment during parsing
table-less, incremental parsing of text
allows next token constraints
tokenized or scannerless parsing
written in C++
publicly available under the GNU General Public Licence v.2
fully integrated into the semantic IDE Concise
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Applications of the parser within Concise
realized by corresponding type sheets

• ChemProcMod – chemical process modeling
• optimization problem modeling
• robust AMPL – rigorously posing constraint satisfaction and
optimization problems
• Naproche controlled language (for a fragment of set theory)
• TextDocument – representing the structure of books and articles
written in LaTeX
• BasicDefinitions – incremental reader of math concepts
• LaTeX formulas (scannerless)
• formula disambiguation (interactive)
• BasicReasoning – Concise version of Humayoun’s MathNat
• ORLib (not yet ported to Concise)
• TPTP (not yet ported to Concise)
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TextDocument tool chain – for LaTeX

• uses LaTeXML (Miller)
• uses arXMLiv (Kohlhase et al.)
• processes standard LaTeX, except for special markings of first
use of concept, informal text, and email addresses

Tested successfully on two beginners university textbooks (both
around 450 pages of text):
• ALA (Analysis und lineare Algebra), covering the first year
content of real analysis and linear algebra courses in typical
European undergraduate mathematics curricula, and
• Einf (Einführung in das mathematische Arbeiten), a general
introduction to university-level mathematics for first-semester
mathematics students.
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Running LaTeXFormulas on ALA and Einf
Discarding multiple instances of identical formulas leaves 9504
(ALA) and 5886 (Einf ) unique formulas presented to the parser.
Einf

ALA

unambiguous
42.4%
ambiguous
28.6%

unambiguous
52.0%
ambiguous failed
28.2%
19.8%

failed
29.0%

Most of the failures arise from the fact that the current grammar is
incomplete and does not yet have rules for obvious features present,
such as formulas containing natural language text.
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For ALA, out of 9504 unique formulas, 4030 (42.4 %) were
successfully parsed without ambiguities, 2715 (28.6 %) were
successfully parsed with ambiguities, and 2759 (29.0 %) failed to
parse.
Thus, 71.0% of the formulas from ALA were successfully parsed,
and of these, 59.7% were unambiguous.

For Einf, out of 5886 unique formulas, 3063 (52.0%) were
successfully parsed without ambiguities, 1166 (19.8%) were
successfully parsed with ambiguities, and 1657 (28.2%) failed to
parse.
Thus, 71.8% of the formulas from Einf were successfully parsed,
and of these, 72.4% were unambiguous.
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An example of an ambiguous formula encountered is the expression
|xy| − |x||y|.

One can see from the resulting Concise record representation of the parse
tree that there are three possible interpretations, namely:
• \abs{x \impmul y}-\abs{x} \impmul \abs{y},
• \abs{x \impmul y \impmul \abs{-\abs{x}} \impmul y}, and
• \abs{x \impmul y \divides -\abs{x} \divides y}.
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Natural formula parsing in action
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The next steps
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We just began with work on
• concept-oriented semantic representation
• records typed by MathematicalConcepts.cnt
• record transformations preserving the meaning
• declination and conjugation
• disambiguation from context
• style sheets
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The ultimate goal is the creation of an automatic mathematical
research system (MathResS) that can support mathematicians in
their daily work.
The system should provide services for abstract mathematics as
easily as Latex provides typesetting services, the arXiv provides
access to preprints, Google provides web services, Matlab provides
numerical services, or Mathematica provides symbolic services.
MathResS should be able to read, understand, and process
automatically ordinary mathematical text of the kind found in
scholarly articles and books...
... as far as they do not involve historical, anecdotal, or other
content that requires cultural knowledge from outside core
mathematics.
This restriction reduces the difficult problems of automatic natural
language processing to a manageable level.
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Goals and design criteria

In its ideal form, the desired mathematical research system
• represents arbitrary formulas in their natural context;
• represents arbitrary semantical relations between
concepts, formulas, names of variables, etc.;
• produces and understands a large part of natural
mathematical text;
• the output feels like high quality mathematical prose
(whywiwhyp: ”what you write is what you publish”);
• feeds arbitrary solvers (packages for computer algebra,
partial differential equations, optimization,
theorem proving, etc.);
• is context-aware and allows the use of locally
consistent notation in its appropriate context
even when the notation is globally inconsistent.
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The system should also be user-configurable (many theories, many
personal styles), be incremental, and be capable of learning by
doing.

We are still far from having a satisfactory solution for practical
applications. But the partial work we have already done is
encouraging enough to believe that the goal is reachable in the near
future.

Estimated work needed: 50 man years (about 8 used up so far)

See the FMathL web site
www.mat.univie.ac.at/~neum/FMathL.html
(Type FMathL into Google to find it!)
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Thank you for your attention!

More information can be found at the homepage of
The FMathL (Formal Mathematical Language) Project
http://www.mat.univie.ac.at/~neum/FMathL.html

These slides are available at
http://www.mat.univie.ac.at/~neum/FMathL/inFormal.pdf
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